The interaction of statistical significance, biology of dose-response and test design in the assessment of genotoxicity data.
The most useful function of statistical significance in genetic toxicology is to separate weakly positive from negative data. To achieve this objective, the experimental system, design and analysis must be considered as a whole and not as separate entities. Assumptions underlying statistical methods should be checked for applicability to the biology of the test. The number and arrangement of samples and dose levels must be organized to suit the selected statistical method. The number of observations in the test and in each sample will depend on the smallest increase of biological importance which should be detected as significant (at a selected value for alpha error) and the maximum acceptable chance of failing to detect this increase as significant (beta error). Generally, a few dose levels and a high degree of replication are desirable with a repeat test if practical. In the analyses of data it is particularly important to adapt the statistics if there are multiple comparisons. Even after correct determination of significance, interpretation can be difficult because of possible experimental artefacts and chance errors plus the impossibility of proving a negative result.